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INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF EARLIER STUDIES

Car tires are supposed to be constructed for safe, economical, pleasant and environmentally friendly driving. Three performance measures that would quite well represent the major operational characteristics of tires within the mentioned topics would be noise emission, wet friction and rolling resistance. Since the latter affects fuel consumption it also affects economy and exhaust emissions.

It is sometimes claimed that when trying to reduce exterior noise emission, there is a conflict with friction and perhaps also with rolling resistance. The implication would be that one could not reduce tire/road noise “any further” without sacrificing safety or economy. A European Union directive with noise emission limits for tires is underway. It has been suggested that tires should meet certain limits also with regard to friction; assuming a conflict between requirements for low noise and high friction. Consequently, it is important to study this matter further.

Earlier studies have indicated that there is no consistent conflict between friction and noise characteristics with respect to road surfaces [1]. For 12 tires tested on 5 surfaces Denker found no significant noise-friction correlation, until he normalized friction values in an unusual way, in which case he found weak conflicts between noise and friction [2]. Tests in 1992 by Nelson for 16 car and 9 truck tires indicated weak noise-safety correlations, suggesting a conflict between the parameters, but this could well have been biased by the inclusion of a wide range of tire widths [3]. According to Ejsmont, a general conflict between noise and rolling resistance properties could not be found [4]. A recent and quite comprehensive study in Germany [5], made on 48 car tires, concluded that neither was there any correlation between noise and rolling resistance, nor between noise and "wet braking". The same was found between noise and aquaplaning speed.

These authors conducted a pilot study in 1997 with the purpose to establish relations between exterior tire/road noise, wet friction and rolling resistance of current car tires [6]. The first conclusions suggested that there is no significant conflict between friction and noise or between rolling resistance and noise. This study was limited to 28 tires so it was decided to continue with testing in order to get higher confidence of the results and to examine altogether about 100 modern car tires of similar size. The results of this study, which is believed to be the most comprehensive study of these relations so far, are presented here.
METHODS AND EQUIPMENT

The study was conducted in co-operation between the Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute (VTI) and The Technical University of Gdansk (TUG) during the period 1997 - 1999. Table 1 summarizes the methods and equipment used and the test parameters.

Exterior tire/road noise was measured by TUG on roads close to VTI with the Close Proximity Method (CPX) according to the relevant parts of ISO/CD 11819-2, version 1997, i.e. with two microphones located close to the free-rolling test tire, in a trailer of the type shown in Fig. 1. The measuring distance on each road surface was 640 m (divided into 4 sections of 160 m each), and two or more runs were made per test condition. Test speeds were 70 and 90 km/h.

The full program of tire/road noise tests was also performed in the laboratory of TUG using drum facilities. Microphones were located as for the CPX tests. Instead of "real" road surfaces, three artificial replicas mounted on the drum were used. The two smooth replicas were "copies" molded from actual pavements in order to get a very "realistic" texture whereas the third one was an imitation of a "chip seal" on a road. Two drums had to be used for this, since one drum could accommodate only two surfaces. See Table 2 for details about the surfaces. Other test conditions for the drum tests were the same as during the CPX measurements. The drum facilities are presented in Figs. 2, 3 and 4.

Rolling resistance was measured at 80, 100 and 120 km/h on the laboratory drum facility of TUG (Fig. 2) with a test tire rolling against a 1.7 m diameter drum. The tire was loaded against the drum surface by gravitational force and the rolling resistance coefficient was measured by the torque method. The rolling resistance measurements were made basically according to ISO/CD 8767 - 1997 (revision of ISO 8767 from 1992) but there were deviations with respect to load and inflation: the load was fixed to 4120 N and inflation was adjusted according to ISO but assuming that 300 kPa corresponds to maximum load. Temperature corrections were made to a reference temperature of 24 °C. Two surfaces were used - a very smooth surface called "Safety Walk" (similar to rough sandpaper) and a very rough-textured imitation of a chip seal called "APS". The latter was identical to that used for noise tests on the (same) drum.

![Fig. 1  Trailer "Tiresonic Mk2" from TUG used for measurement of noise with the CPX method. The test tire is in the center of the enclosure, two microphones are located 0.2 m left of the test tire sidewall, at ± 45° in relation to the driving direction.](image)
Fig. 2 (right)
The drum facility for measuring tire/road noise and rolling resistance on the Safety Walk and APS surfaces. Drum diameter 1.7 m. When taking this picture, the APS surface was not present on the drum.

Fig. 3 (below)
The trailer "Tiresonic Mk2" mounted on the drum facility, with test tire mounted inside the enclosure.

Fig. 4 (below)
The same facility as in Fig. 3, but view inside the enclosure. Drum of diameter 1.5 m equipped with the replica road surface "ISO". The picture shows the tire/drum contact area; only the "rear" microphone is visible in this picture (position "-45°").
Friction was measured by VTI with the “Skiddometer” BV12 (Fig. 5) running at 70 km/h with the test tire run with a variable slip from 0 to 100 % (10 such cycles averaged). In this way, the entire friction-versus-slip curve was obtained, although in this paper only values read at the maximum friction (optimum slip - corresponding to that of an ABS system) and at locked wheel (100 % slip - corresponding to braking with blocked wheels) are used. The friction coefficient was calculated from the measured longitudinal and normal forces. Before each measurement series, the normal force was set at 4000 N and the loaded radius of the test tire was measured. Slip was calculated from the measurements of loaded radius, rotational speed and vehicle speed. The surface was wetted, with approx. 0.5 mm average water depth. Since friction is a problem normally only on a wet and smooth road, no friction measurements were made on the rough-textured road surfaces. This road had a texture reasonably similar to that of surfaces considered for tire friction regulation and was the same as used in the huge EU project VERT running simultaneously, a project aiming at exploring the dynamic properties of tires including friction [8].

![Fig. 5 The BV 12 Skiddometer used for the friction measurements. The test tire, in front of which water is injected, is braked from 0 to 100 % slip and back to 0. This cycle is run ten times.](image)

Table 1 presents a summary of the methods, equipment and test parameters. The test surfaces are further described in Table 2; all except these used in the indoor measurements were located near VTI on trafficked roads. The surfaces designated DAC 16mm and CS 12mm were selected to satisfy the specification for one smooth and one rough reference surface in a proposal put forward to ECE/GRB in 1990 [7]. The surface designated SMA 8mm was selected because it met the requirements of the ISO 10844 reference surface standard. However, it already in new condition had an unusually rough texture (for an ISO surface), something which was accentuated in the worn condition when it was used for our tests. It was originally designated "ISO" but this term has now been dropped in order not to mislead the reader. This does not apply to the "ISO" surface on the drum, which was made from a test track surface that was formally approved as an ISO surface. Road surface textures are illustrated in Fig. 6; drum surfaces (replicas) in Fig. 7. The tested tires are briefly described in Table 4. In total, the data set comprised 103 samples of modern car tires selected to be as representative as practical, but not all tires were possible to measure for all parameters; thus the presented correlations comprise in general 70-90 tires.
Table 1. Summary of test methods, equipment and test parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measured parameter</th>
<th>Method &amp; equipment</th>
<th>Test speeds [km/h]</th>
<th>Test surfaces</th>
<th>Surface texture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tire/road noise</td>
<td>CPX method</td>
<td>TUG trailer</td>
<td>70, 90</td>
<td>• DAC 16mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drum method</td>
<td>TUG drum facili-</td>
<td>70, 90, 110</td>
<td>• SMA 8mm (ISO std)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ties: Ø 1.5 m (DAC and ISO) and 1.7 m (APS); 2 microphones</td>
<td></td>
<td>• CS 12mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Replica of:</td>
<td>Rough texture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet friction:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• DAC 16mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• at optimum slip</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• ISO 10844 surface</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• with locked wheel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• CS 12mm (&quot;APS&quot;)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Smooth texture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolling resistance</td>
<td>Method: ISO 8767. Equipm.: TUG drum facility, 1.7 m Ø</td>
<td>80, 100, 120</td>
<td>• Safety Walk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Description of the surfaces used in the tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Surf. designation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>DAC 16 mm</td>
<td>Dense asphalt concrete (DAC) with 0-12 mm chippings. Designation HABT16. 7-9 years old at time of measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMA 8 mm</td>
<td>Stone mastic asphalt (SMA), 0-8 mm chippings. Would satisfy ISO 10844, but was unusually rough. 6-8 years old when meas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS 12 mm</td>
<td>Chip seal (CS) Y1B, with 8-12 mm chippings. Meas. between wheel tracks. 7-9 years old when measured, somewhat worn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replica of</td>
<td>DAC 16 mm</td>
<td>Replica of DAC 16mm; placed on drum Ø 1.5 m. Intended to meet requirements for smooth reference surface specified in [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replica of</td>
<td>ISO 10844</td>
<td>Replica of an ISO10844 surface; molded from a &quot;real&quot; ISO surface, placed on drum Ø 1.5 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APS - Similar to</td>
<td>CS 12 mm</td>
<td>Called “Road Carpet APS-4”, chippings imbedded in rubber base. Intended to meet reqmts. for the &quot;rough refer. surface&quot; specified in [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction</td>
<td>DAC 16 mm</td>
<td>Dense asphalt concrete with 0-16 mm chippings. 7 years old at time of measurement. Similar to the first one, but not identical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolling</td>
<td>Safety Walk (sandpaper)</td>
<td>“Safety Walk” surface, like medium-rough sandpaper. Smoother than any of the surfaces above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resistance</td>
<td>APS - Similar to</td>
<td>Material called “Road Carpet APS-4”; chippings imbedded in rubber base. See further above.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESULTS

Correlations between rolling resistance and tire/road noise tested with the CPX method are presented in Fig. 8. Different types of tires are shown with different symbols. The left column of the figure shows a comparison between rolling resistance obtained on the very smooth surface "Safety Walk" and tire/road noise measured on the three road surfaces. The most relevant diagram here (most resembling surfaces road-drum) is the top left diagram. The right column shows a similar comparison but based on rolling resistance measured on the rough-textured surface (APS). The most relevant diagram here is the bottom right diagram since the surfaces for noise and rolling resistance measurements were similar.

Correlations between tire/road friction (for optimum slip and for blocked wheel) and tire/road noise tested with the CPX method are presented in Fig. 9. The most relevant diagrams here are the two in the middle since they represent measurements with similar test surfaces.
Fig. 6 (left) The three road surfaces used in the experiment, from top to bottom: DAC 16mm, SMA 8 mm, CS 12mm. Note that the scale in this figure is slightly more expanded than in Fig. 7.
Fig. 7 (right) The replica road surfaces on the drums used in the experiment, from top to bottom: DAC 16mm, ISO 10844, APS. Note that the scale in this figure is slightly more compressed than in Fig. 6.

Table 3. Overview of the tested tires. All tires were in new or "as new" condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of tires</th>
<th>Number of tires</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Summer&quot; tires, speed class S and T</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27 of 185/65R15, 3 of 195/65R15</td>
<td>Including 4 retreaded tires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Summer&quot; tires, speed class H</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3 of 185/65R15, 5 of 195/60R15, 8 of 195/65R15, 1 of 195/70R15</td>
<td>Including two retreaded tires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Summer&quot; tires, speed class V or Z</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2 of 185/65R15, 1 of 195/50R15, 2 of 195/55R15, 4 of 195/60R15, 5 of 195/65R15</td>
<td>Including one retreaded tire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Winter&quot; tires (M+S)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1 of 175/70R14, 2 of 185R14, 25 of 185/65R15, 6 of 195/65R15</td>
<td>15 tires classified as &quot;Friction&quot; tires; 8 retreaded tires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Winter&quot; tires with studs</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7 of 185/65R15</td>
<td>Including one retreaded tire</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 8 Correlation between tire/road noise measured with the CPX method on the three different road surfaces and rolling resistance of tires measured on either the smooth-textured Safety Walk (left column) or on the rough-textured APS surface (right column). Speed 80 km/h (see text).
Fig. 9 Correlation between tire/road noise measured with the CPX method on the three different road surfaces and friction coefficients of tires measured either at optimum slip (left column) or blocked wheel (right column). Friction measurements at 70 km/h, CPX measurements at 80 km/h (see text).
Note that the noise levels obtained with the CPX method and used in the figures are not values really measured at 80 km/h, but arithmetic averages of the levels measured at 70 and 90 km/h.

Very similar results were obtained when rolling resistance or friction coefficients were correlated with the tire/road noise measured indoors on the drum facilities - see examples in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10 Example of correlation between tire/road noise tested on the drum facility and rolling resistance coefficients (left) as well as friction coefficients (right).

Fig. 11 shows average sound levels obtained with the CPX method and friction coefficients for different tire types. Table 4 presents data about the statistical significance of the tested relations. It appears that there is no relation which is significant on the 1 % level, but a few which are significant on the 5 % level. With one exception these significant relations were obtained only for noise versus rolling resistance.

Fig. 11 Average noise levels (yellow lines, refer to right scale) as well as friction coefficients (blue and red bars, refer to left scale) for different types of tires. Noise levels measured with the CPX method on the DAC 16mm road surface at 90 km/h. Friction measured at 70 km/h on a similar surface.
Table 2. Squared correlation coefficients $R^2$ of the relation between noise (columns) and friction or rolling resistance (rows). The critical values of $R^2$ for the number of measurements ($N$) in the sample, indicating the statistical significance of the tested relation, are shown in the bottom part of the table. Colored fields indicate that the correlation is significant on the $P = 1$ % level (red) or 5 % level (yellow).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlated parameters</th>
<th>Value of $R^2$</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noise (CPX) on</td>
<td>Noise (CPX)</td>
<td>Noise (CPX)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMA 8mm</td>
<td>on DAC 16mm</td>
<td>on CS 12mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction coeff. (optimum slip) on DAC 16mm*</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction coeff. (locked wheel) on DAC 16mm*</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolling resistance on Safety Walk**</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolling resistance on APS (CS 12mm)**</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Explanations:

- means that the relation indicates conflicting requirements (both parameters may be improved)

+ means that the relation indicates non-conflicting requirements (both parameters may be improved)

**N=79

Critical value of $R^2$ for $P = 1$ %: 0.083

Critical value of $R^2$ for $P = 5$ %: 0.049

\ indicates that the correlation is positive (noise proportional to rolling resistance or friction)

\ indicates that the correlation is negative (noise inversely proportional to rolling resistance or friction)

DISCUSSION

Data are condensed in this report, i.e. averaging has been made with respect to microphone position (two microphones were used in the noise tests) and with respect to test speeds in the noise and rolling resistance tests (80 km/h). So far, frequency spectral correlations have not been studied.

Wet friction was tested only on a fairly smooth surface. This was motivated since wet friction would not be a major problem on any rough surface. However, noise is a problem on both smooth and rough surfaces. The same applies to rolling resistance. The sandpaper surface used for rolling resistance measurements here was the only reasonable smooth surface available on the drum and it is likely that rolling resistance would be similar, at least with respect to tire ranking, on the DAC 16mm surface since tire ranking is fairly similar on the two surfaces actually used (Safety Walk and APS).

Friction measurements at optimum slip and locked wheel have a poor correlation (diagram not included here). This has been a serious concern for the authors, who have questioned the locked wheel results, and extra tests were made to see if anything might have been wrong. Furthermore, some of the best experts in the world on friction measurements have been consulted. The equipment used is by far the best available and most advanced in Sweden. However, the authors and the friction experts have been unable to detect any potential problems and the experts say that correlations between optimum slip and locked wheel values may in fact be poor. One reason may be that the range of tires in the test sample was rather large, since when looking at tires within a certain class (as in Table 3) the optimum-slip versus locked-wheel correlation is not too poor.

Wet friction can be measured in at least three major ways, which the tire and vehicle industries consider as very important. The first way is friction at optimum slip and at locked wheel (no cornering) such as measured in this project. At low speeds, these measures are typically affected by the tread compound. At high speeds, small tread pattern differences may be very important. Here a medium speed was used (70 km/h) so both properties should be influential.
A second measure of friction performance is "wet handling". In the evaluation of wet handling characteristics, the tires are driven through relatively small radius turns at speed on smooth asphalt usually with a consistent water depth of around 1 mm. This is deeper than the 0.5 mm average depth evaluated with the skiddometer in this project. Wet handling of tires is improved by pattern changes to evacuate water more efficiently. The increased void content and efficient flow channels provided in the tread pattern for this purpose are by many believed to have a negative effect on noise.

A third measure is a deep-water hydroplaning test; a consistent water depth of around 6 mm is often used. In both the wet handling and deep-water hydroplaning tests, the ability of the tread pattern voids to evacuate the water is critical.

The friction measuring method chosen here is similar to the method put forward recently to both ECE/GRRF, ECE/GRB and to the European Commission, by English experts. They have suggested the same type of measurement and water depth, but included more speeds and runs. This is natural since it is meant to become a regulation, so one should have the best accuracy. The intention by the English was that the friction test should make sure that when introducing noise limits to tires, no sacrifice of safety should be made. Recognizing that also other measures of friction would be justified to use - like the wet handling and aquaplaning methods - the method chosen here was judged to be the most relevant of the three and also the only method that the project budget allowed.

Had the methods employing deeper water been used here, it is not likely that the relations obtained would have been very different. Firstly, in general, wider tires mean higher noise levels. But wider tires also need to remove more water, i.e. it is more difficult to obtain good deep-water friction, although a counteracting effect may be better cornering stability of wider tires. Secondly, the more limited study reported in [5] actually measured the aquaplaning characteristics of car tires, and they found no correlation at all between noise level and aquaplaning speed.

Statistically significant correlations between noise and friction occurred only for noise on the rough-textured road surface when related to locked-wheel friction on the smooth-textured surface, i.e. in only one of the tested six cases. This relation indicated that noise and friction had opposing characteristics, i.e. lower noise would give higher friction. However, this correlation was just barely significant and it should not be considered as important.

The relation between noise and rolling resistance was statistically significant in four out of the six tested combinations, and in fact rather close to being significant also in the remaining two cases. The trends here are consistent: noise increases with rolling resistance. It may not be very surprising, since both phenomena are manifestations of energy losses, partly with related mechanisms.

It can be mentioned that a statistically significant correlation between rolling resistance and friction, albeit only for optimum slip, was obtained (significant on the 1 % level). This suggests a conflict between these important parameters, a conflict that is serious but fortunately not a responsibility for the acoustical designer.

The random errors in the noise measurements must be very small since the relations between the various noise measurements (conducted independently at different speeds) are high, with $R^2 = 0.94-0.96$ for the CPX measurements. A corresponding analysis of rolling resistance measurements at different speeds, conducted totally independently, also indicate a good relation, which must mean that random errors are rather small also in the rolling resistance measurements.

This study was made for car tires. It is difficult to say what the corresponding results would have been for truck tires. The limited study by Nelson [4] mentioned at the beginning did not indicate very different relations. At least, there does not seem to be any obvious difference between car and truck tire characteristics that come to the authors' mind that would suggest that relations may be different for truck than for car tires. But doing similar tests for truck tires could be a suitable subject for a future study; in fact such work is underway in Germany and due for publishing by the end of 2000.

**CONCLUSIONS**

When considering such a large number of tires, the spread in noise levels is substantial: 10 dB between the noisiest and the most quiet tire, irrespective of surface type. If studded tires are excluded, this range
reduces to 8 dB. In general, winter (M+S) tires appear to be somewhat less "noisy" than the tires for summer use. The rolling resistance range is also substantial: the "worst" tires have 50 % higher rolling resistance than the "best" ones. Friction varies over a similar range. Despite extreme difficulties for the tire industry to match a number of requirements, there seems to be room for improvements.

This experimental study indicates that at least for car tires there is no significant conflict between requirements for high friction and low tire/road noise or between requirements of low rolling resistance and low noise. In fact, the only significant relations with noise found in this study, indicate contrary relations, i.e. by reducing noise one may also reduce rolling resistance and possibly improve one (of several) friction characteristics.

The reduction of noise emission by establishing stringent limits to tire/road noise from tires is therefore not likely to sacrifice wet friction or rolling resistance. On the contrary, rolling resistance may be slightly improved simultaneously. The study suggests that there is substantial room for improvements.
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